
Project management
qualifications for
any industry
or role

https://institute.pm/aqf-qualifications
Enable innovation

Job-ready knowledge and skills

Unlimited, on-demand mentor support

Free project management tools & templates

Certify as a Project Officer,
Professional or Master

BSB40920 Certificate IV in
Project Management Practice

BSB50820 Diploma of 
Project Management

Institute of Project Management graduates are decision
makers; they are the project leaders, problem solvers
and innovators of the 21st century.

Project management is a powerful tool for addressing
the complex needs of today’s organisations.

Unlike narrowly focused fields - such as HR, marketing,
finance or IT - project management brings together an
array of skill sets spanning creative and critical thinking,
leadership, risk, change and stakeholder management.

Simply put, project management provides a structured
yet flexible framework for tackling a diverse range of 
initiatives faster, better and in a cost efficient manner. 

info@institute.pm
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Global Certification
Prior to your enrolment in our Certificate IV and Diploma programs, you must be admitted to the Institute
as a Certified Project Officer (CPO), Professional (CPP), Master (CPM) or Director (CPD).

Before your assessment interview, you will complete all the quizzes in OPEN, our Online Project EducatioN
portal, or attend an Advanced Recognition and Certification (ARC) workshop. Either option should take
6-12 weeks to complete.

International students must also evidence vocational English as per the Australian government standard
for skilled migration.

BSB40920 Certificate IV in Project Management Practice
Our Certificate IV program is delivered one-on-one into your workplace or home using your projects, 
programs and events as ‘cases’.

Our expert mentors work virtually with you to apply and extend your knowledge in live settings through
interactive discussion and assessment activities.

Our mentors are not just proven project leaders; where possible, you will be paired with someone with
specific experience and expertise in your industry. Unlimited active mentor support will guarantee you
receive comprehensive feedback and assistance throughout.

BSB50820 Diploma of Project Management
In order to demonstrate your competence at the Diploma level, you are required to identify a complex
public or private project that has recently completed and conduct a comprehensive review of its 
performance. Importantly, you must be a stranger to the project you review.

The entire program from initial Certification through to Diploma should take approximately 12 months;
however, as the volume of learning is based on your prior experience and access to projects, experienced
students with current access may demonstrate competency sooner.

For that reason, your mentor will work with you to develop a training plan that uniquely responds to your
personal and professional environment and needs.

CERTIFY BSB40920 BSB50820

Learn the fundamentals
of project management 
to get your career 
started

Apply your project
management skills
and critically reflect
upon performance

Initiate, plan and
deliver the review
of a challenging and
complex project


